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In today’s interconnected world, video 
surveillance is everywhere. Public concern over 
the protection of privacy has grown as a result. 
With KiwiVision™ Privacy Protector™, we help you 
safeguard the privacy of customers, employees 
and citizens without sacrificing security.

KiwiVision 
Privacy Protector
Strengthen security and protect privacy



Ensure privacy without 
compromising 
evidence

KiwiVision Privacy Protector is a 
module of our Security Center 
platform designed to ensure the 
privacy of individuals recorded by 
your video surveillance system 
while safeguarding potential 
evidence.

It dynamically anonymizes 
individuals in the camera’s 
field of view without obscuring 
actions and movements. This  
ensures your ability to proactively 
monitor events is not affected.

Customize 
anonymization of 
live and recorded 
video

Keeps movements, actions and 
events recognizable

Control access to 
original footage 
using privileges and 
groups



Operators see only what they need to see
Using permissions, you can easily control which operator can review 
the original footage. When an incident occurs, authorized operators 
can access it directly from Security Center’s monitoring interface, 
ensuring investigations are not slowed down. The original recording 
can also be encrypted using certificates and chip cards to prevent 
unauthorized access.

Real-time 
anonymization of people

Only authorized operators 
can view the original video
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Adheres to the most stringent privacy standards

The KiwiVision Privacy Protector gives you full control over which cameras require 
anonymization. It lets you select individual cameras and control the level and type of 
anonymization to use, such a pixelation, blurring or obscuring using opaque coloring.

Security desk

KiwiVision 
Privacy 
Protector 
module

Security Center

Config tool

Server

KiwiVision Privacy Protector is the 
only solution that has received the 
European Privacy Seal certification 
for its ability to protect the identity of 
individuals within video surveillance 
recordings. With this certification,  
the module is considered to be  
GDPR-ready.

How it works




